
Science Fiction 
 

Finding Lubchenko by Michael Simmons  

When his father is framed for murder and bioterrorism, high-

school junior Evan, using clues from a stolen laptop, travels from 

Seattle to Paris with two friends to find the real culprit. 

 

 

Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card 

Six-year-old Ender Wiggin and his fellow students at Battle 

School are being tested and trained to determine whether they 

possess the abilities to remake the world -- if the world survives 

an all-out war with an alien enemy. 

 

 

The Prisoner of Cell 25 by Richard Paul Evans 

Michael Vey, a fourteen-year old who has Tourette's syndrome 

and special electric powers, finds there are others like him, and 

must rely on his powers to save himself and the others from a 

diabolical group seeking to control them. 

 

 

 



Firestorm by David Klass  

After learning that he has been sent from the future for a 

special purpose, eighteen-year-old Jack receives help from an 

unusual dog and a shape-shifting female fighter. 

 

 

Warcross by Marie Lu  

After hacking into the Warcross Championships' opening game 

to track illegal betting, bounty hunter Emika Chen is asked by 

the game's creator to go undercover to investigate a security 

problem, and she uncovers a sinister plot. 

 

 

Above by Isla Morely  

Abducted and locked in an abandoned missile silo by a mad 

survivalist, a Kansas teen endures loneliness and despair while 

struggling to raise a baby in isolation before escaping into a 

world more changed than she anticipated. 

 

 

Unwind by Neal Shusterman 

In a future world where those between the ages of thirteen and 

eighteen can have their lives "unwound" and their body parts 

harvested for use by others, three teens go to extreme lengths 

to uphold their beliefs--and, perhaps, save their own lives. 



The House of the Scorpion by Nancy Farmer 

In a future where humans despise clones, Matt enjoys special 

status as the young clone of El Patron, the 142-year-old leader 

of a corrupt drug empire nestled between Mexico and the 

United States. 

 

 

Scat by Carl Hiassen 

Nick and his friend Marta decide to investigate when a 

mysterious fire starts near a Florida wildlife preserve and an 

unpopular teacher goes missing. 

 

 

 

Sweet by Emmy Laybourne  

Final girl Lauren agrees to go on a celebrity cruise, which will 

commemorate the release of Solu, an artificial sweetener the 

company claims makes people lose weight. But Lauren is less 

interested in Solu than meeting her celebrity crush, Tom 

Forelli. As the two fall in serious like, they notice that guests 

eating Solu began to show some unexpected side effects -- 

glitzy, fun, and blood-guzzling.  

The Apocalypse of Elena Mendoza by Shaun David Hutchinson 

A mind-bending, riveting novel about a teen who was born to a 

virgin mother and realizes she has the power to heal--but that 

power comes at a huge cost. 


